Number 2!

COLOR THIS COVER!

INCLUDES ANSWERS FOR LAST WEEK’S PUZZLES!
Books to Writers
Draw a line from each book on the left to the writers of the book on the right. Search online for help!

1. **This One Summer**
   - Lisa Hanawalt

2. **Raven**
   - Mariko Tamaki

3. **Crypt Doggirl**
   - Nnedi Okorafor

4. **SHURI**
   - Kami Garcia
The Letter “T”

Toucan starts with T! Trace the uppercase and lowercase Ts.

Color the other objects that start with the letter T.

How many objects start with T?
Professor Toucan
From original art by Rick Geary
Purrfect Puzzle

Comics greats Bill Finger and Bob Kane introduced Selina Kyle in the first issue of Batman, published in 1940. How well do you know DC’s notorious feline felon?

ACROSS
3. Weapon of choice.
6. Villain who killed her brother-in-law and tortured 14-Across.
8. Catwoman’s original alias, as appeared in Batman #1.
10. Actress tapped to play Catwoman in the 2021 film, The Batman.
11. Her New 52 birth surname, as daughter of the notorious Gotham crime lord Rex.
12. Infamous Asylum she was sent to, as shown at the start of the Rebirth series.
14. Her sister.
15. Tommy Elliot stole this organ from her.
17. Vigilante alias of 13-Down, on Earths 1 and 2.

DOWN
2. Mindy behind 1998’s Catwoman 4-issue series also known as Her Sister’s Keeper.
4. Actress who played Catwoman in the final season of the Batman TV series.
5. Precious items she’s prone to steal.
7. These retract from her gloves, allowing her to cut through glass.
9. Plant lady who is a Gotham City Siren with her and Harley Quinn.
13. Her daughter’s name, on Earths 1 and 2.
16. Batman storyline that saw Earth-1 Bruce unmask himself to Selina.
Holy Scramble, Batman
Can you wing this Caped Crusader word search in 5 minutes or less?
Look for words across, down, and diagonally.

W U D N U D P A M E L A I S L E Y X S B X
N I S D E T E C T I V E C O M I C S O E Z
N A T Z I F O A A U C A T W O M A N D A H
F D B T V J H L X S W N B D J I U R L
K W M H H E S D V F W Q Z Q I R F F F V X
D A R K K N I G H T R Z E I C H W E V N V
W C I Q O R R Y W Y M E T W K G P T G Q B
Q J H B V F F Z O W Q B D B G Q B U D Y I
M L N B R U C E W A Y N E R A X M Y M Q L
T D G O T H A M C I T Y Z H Y I Q T O C F
B B A R K H A M A S Y L U M S C W I I C I
J T C P L M X S Y X Y W X A O U Z Q P E N
F M E R G H N V R X D X K O N K U A H R G
E D O S T N T H E P E N G U I N B D I R R
E X E B O I J V F P E F H O E J Y R Z I B
Z G C S K G B A R B A R A G O R D O N C W
T M I Q B A T G I R L L A I S B H U B K O K
B O I J P S N S E L I N A K Y L E L I R S J
P C D Z O D Q E U E J O W S X U P N J O I

Bill Finger
Bob Kane
Detective Comics
Dark Knight
Bruce Wayne
The Penguin

Alfred
Gotham City
Robin
Dick Grayson
Catwoman
Selina Kyle

The Joker
Poison Ivy
Pamela Isley
Batgirl
Barbara Gordon
Arkham Asylum
Lesson #2: How to Draw a Happy-Go-Lucky Robot!

**Step 1:** Get out a pencil! Draw two rectangles, like so.

**Step 2:** Add in arms and legs! Don’t forget to make him dance!

**Step 3:** A few little robot-y details like claw hands, buttons, and a cute face and bow tie! Feel free to go nuts!

**Step 4:** Get out a black pen or marker and go over your pencil lines. Erase the pencil, and you’ll be left with a nice, black outline.
Comic-Con Presents: You Can Draw with Katie Cook!

FEEL LIKE COLORING?
Grab your crayons, markers, or color pencils and go for it!
Add your own colorful background!
Answer Key: Ready, Set, Yu-Gi-Oh!

This Yu-Gi-Oh! themed crossword appeared in Fun Book #1. Thanks for playing!

ACROSS

2. Yugi’s classmate whose mind is taken over by the Millennium Ring.
4. Joey’s favorite food, a comfort food originating from India.
5. Téa’s favorite food, a popular Japanese noodle soup.
6. Favorite food of 13 Across, an expensive steak cut.
9. The series’ dino-centric duelist.
10. Kaiba, the younger brother.
13. Kaiba, the older brother.
14. Pegasus’ first name.
15. Pegasus’ favorite cheese, a veined Italian blue cheese.
17. Joey’s last name.
18. Tristan’s last name.
20. Yugi, in the spirit of Pharaoh Atem.

DOWN

1. Mai’s last name.
3. Téa’s last name.
7. Yugi’s grandpa.
8. Yugi’s favorite food, a classic American fast food.
12. Mai’s favorite food, a penne tossed in a chili tomato sauce.
15. Yugi, as a shy student at Domingo High School.
Answer Key: Top of the Deck

This Yu-Gi-Oh! themed word search appeared in Fun Book #1. How well did you do?

Kazuki Takahashi
Shueisha
Manga
Shonen Jump
Anime

Studio Gallop
TV Tokyo
Kids WB
Konami
Spin-offs

Card Game
Video Game
Battles
Yugi Mutou
Duel Monsters

Machina Force
Gateway of the Six
Dark Magician
Blue-Eyes
White Dragon
But wait, there’s more!

Check out this week’s games and activities on Instagram! (@comicconmuseum)

missing link
Volume 1

1. Ginny, Ron, Percy, George, Fred, Bill
   Harry Potter

2. Worf, Picard, Troi, Data, Riker
   Star Trek: The Next Generation

3. Tahani, Chidi, Janet, Michael, Eleanor
   The Good Place

4. Mind, Power, Space, Time, Reality
   Marvel Cinematic Universe

Tag @comicconmuseum to show us your guesses. Check back soon for the official answers!

this or that
April 2020

- comics / graphic novels
- video games / board games
- trade paperbacks / weekly issues
- digital / print
- big screen / small screen
- ballroom 20 / hall H
- exclusive / commission
- panel room / exhibit floor
- cosplay / geeky tee
- villain / hero

YOUR TURN!

story prompt: how it works

Are you a novice or seasoned creative writer in need of inspiration?

Use these story prompts to flex your storytelling skills!

For a chance to see your story on the Museum’s website, submit it to museumops@comic-con.org for consideration.